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Optical injection of spin current in zigzag nanoribbon of monolayer MoS2 with
antiferromagnetic Kekule distortion
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Kekule pattern of (anti)ferromagnetic exchange field on the monolayer MoS2 could be induced
by proximity to the (111) surface of BiFeO3 on both sides. The magnetization orientations of the
substrates control the pattern of exchange field, which in turn switch the band structures of the
lowest zigzag edge states between being metallic and insulating. The lowest four zigzag edge bands
provides conducting channels with spin-polarized current. Optical excitation of carriers in these
bands generate sizable spin and charge currents, which is theoretically modelled by the perturbation
solution of the semiconductor Bloch equation.
PACS numbers: 00.00.00, 00.00.00, 00.00.00, 00.00.00
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are exotic
two-dimensional materials with large spin-orbit coupling
(SOC), which in turn exhibit spintronic and valleytronic
physics [1, 2]. Optical excitation of valley polarized ex-
citon [3] have been realized in experiment [4–9] and pro-
posed as valleytronic devices [10, 11]. On the other hand,
optical injection of spin current in monolayer TMDs have
been studied and proposed as spintronic devices [12, 13].
Because the band gaps of the TMDs vary between 1 eV
and 1.5 eV [14, 15], the optical frequency is limited within
the range of near-infrared and visible light. Proximity to
ferromagnetic substrate induces spatially uniform ferro-
magnetic exchange field on the TMDs layer, which in
turn induces valley splitting [16]. Because the inversion
symmetric is broken, Rashba SOC is induced. As a re-
sult, the spin mixing and canted spins are generated in
the bulk and zigzag edge states. Recently theoretical
study suggested that the zigzag edge states with canted
spin carry sizable spin current with appropriate Fermi
level [16]. Optical excitation of carrier at the zigzag edge
states requires smaller optical frequency, which could be
around 0.1 eV. As a result, these systems open a door
for opto-spintronic with far-infrared optical field as exci-
tation source. The systems host spatially localized spin
current as information carrier. On the other hand, re-
cent develop of antiferromagnetic spintronic propose re-
placement of ferromagnetic by antiferromagnetic materi-
als in spintronic devices, because antiferromagnetic ma-
terials are superior in several aspect, such as the absence
of parasitic stray fields and ultrafast magnetization dy-
namics [17–20]. As a result, we consider replacing the
ferromagnetic substrate of the TMDs zigzag nanoribbon
by antiferromagnetic substrate. If the substrate is (111)
surface of MnO, the Mn atoms at the surface is lattice
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match with the Mo or W atoms with uniform exchange
field [21], so that the model is the same as the system
with ferromagnetic substrate. However, if the substrate
is (111) surface of BiFeO3, the exchange field has Kekule
pattern as explained in the following.
Graphene is a typical two-dimensional material, whose
band structure have two Dirac cones designated as K
and K ′ valleys [22]. Optical injection of spin current
to graphene has been proposed as candidate of opto-
spintronic devices [23–28]. The schemes for excitation
of localized spin currents along zigzag edges or domain
walls make integrated opto-spintronic devices feasible
[27]. Proximity to substrate with the same lattice struc-
ture but lattice constant being
√
3 times larger than that
of graphene induces Kekule distortion [29–33]. One ex-
ample is graphene on In2Te2 [32]. A
√
3×√3 supercell of
graphene is conformal with the primitive unit cell of the
substrate. The band folding in the supercell bring the
K and K ′ valleys to the Γ point in the Brillouin zone.
The Kekule distortion mix the quantum states of the two
valleys, which open a bulk gap.
We consider the Kekule distortion of monolayerMoS2,
which is induced by intercalating the MoS2 between
two substrates with (111) surface of BiFeO3, et.al. the
BiFeO3/MoS2/BiFeO3 heterostructure. Experimental
fabrication of the monolayerMoS2/BiFeO3 heterostruc-
ture is feasible [34]. At room temperature, BiFeO3 is G
type antiferromagnetic, so that all Fe atom at the same
(111) plane have the same magnetization orientation [35].
The Fe atom on the (111) surface arrange in triangular
lattice with lattice constant being 5.5195 A˚, which is only
0.1% mismatch with
√
3 times of the lattice constant of
MoS2, which is a0 =3.19 A˚. The Y type Kekule distor-
tion is assumed in this study, et.al. the Fe atom is on
top of one of the three Mo atoms in a unit cell. The
magnetization of the Fe atom induce larger and smaller
exchange field at the nearestMo atom and the other two
Mo atoms, respectively. Both side of the MoS2 have
substrates. We assume that the Fe atoms at different
sides are on top of different Mo atoms. By rotating the
2magnetization orientation of the two substrates, the ex-
change fields of the three Mo atoms could be changed,
which in turn control the band structure of the zigzag
edge states. With appropriate Kekule pattern of the ex-
change field and energy level, the forward and backward
moving zigzag edge modes have opposite spins. Optical
excitation of carriers to these modes generate sizable spin
current, which is localized at the Mo terminated zigzag
edge.
The article is organized as following: In section II,
the atomic structure of the BiFeO3/MoS2/BiFeO3 het-
erostructure is described, and the effective tight bind-
ing Hamiltonian is described. In section III, the band
structures and spin texture of zigzag nanoribbons are dis-
cussed. In section IV, the optical injection of spin current
is calculated and discussed. In section V, the conclusion
is given.
II. THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND TIGHT
BINDING MODEL
The lattice structure of monolayer MoS2 is plotted
in Fig. 1(a). The primitive unit cell of bulk includes
three Mo atomic lattice sites with different magnetic ex-
change field, which is indicated as different shapes of
the lattice points in the figure. For the configuration
of zigzag nanoribbon, the unit cell is rectangular with
six Mo atomic lattice sites. We consider zigzag nanorib-
bon with five unit cell along the transversal direction.
The atomic structure of one unit cell is plotted in Fig.
1(b). The magnetic moment at the Fe atoms induce
magnetic exchange field at the Mo atoms. The strength
of the exchange field depends on the distance between
the Fe and Mo atoms. Thus, the exchange field at the
Mo atoms that are on top of an Fe atom is larger than
the exchange field at the other Mo atoms that are not
on top of the Fe atom. We assume that the Fe atoms
of the bottom (top) BiFeO3 substrates are on top of
the Mo atomic lattice sites that are plotted as upward-
pointing triangles (downward-pointing triangles) in Fig.
1(a). Thus, the bottom (top) BiFeO3 substrates in-
duce exchange field MB (MT ) at the upward-pointing
triangles (downward-pointing triangles) lattice sites, and
λMB (λMT ) at the other lattices. The parameter λ < 1
depends on the interlayer distance between MoS2 and
BiFeO3. For the extreme case with large interlayer dis-
tance, λ is nearly one; for the other extreme case with
small interlayer distance, λ is nearly zero. We assume the
parameter being λ = 0.25. The strength of the exchange
field B0 = |MB| = |MT | is also dependent on the inter-
layer distance, which is assumed to be B0 = 125 meV. As
a result, the exchange field at the lattice sites plotted as
upward-pointing triangles, downward-pointing triangles
and circle dots areM△ = MB+λMT ,M▽ = λMB+MT
and M© = λMB + λMT , respectively.
The heterostructure is modelled by the Hamilto-
nian H = HMoS2 + Hex + HR. The Hamilto-
FIG. 1: (a) Lattice configuration of MoS2 monolayer with
antiferromagnetic Kekule distortion. The yellow dots repre-
sent the sites for S2. The blue circle dots, upward-pointing
triangles and downward-pointing triangles represent the sites
for M different magnetic exchange field. The dotted line rep-
resent the unit cell for the zigzag nanoribbon. (b) Three-
dimensional atomic structure of the BiFeO3/MoS2/BiFeO3
heterostructure. The dashed and dotted lines connect the
nearest and next nearest proximity between Fe and Mo
atoms, respectively. The arrows at the Fe atoms represent
the local magnetic moment.
nian of the monolayer MoS2 is given by the three
bands tight binding model with three d orbital basis
{|dz2 , s〉, |dxy, s〉, |dx2−y2 , s〉} and spin index s = ±1. The
Hamiltonian of the Rashba SOCHR is given by the intra-
site inter-{|dxy, s〉, |dx2−y2 , s〉}-orbital mixing matrix for
each lattice site. The detail form of the Hamiltonian
HMoS2 and HR can be found in reference [14]. The
Hamiltonian of the exchange field is given as Hex =∑
jMcvv⊗ (Mj ·σ), with the summation cover all lattice
site,Mcvv = diag{1, 0.8252, 0.8252}, σ = xˆσx+ yˆσy+ zˆσz
and σx,y,z being the Pauli matrix. The diagonal matrix
element of Mcvv is the magnetic coupling coefficient to
the conduction and valence bands.
III. THE BAND STRUCTURE
The band structure of the zigzag nanoribbon with
Nzig = 5 unit cell along the transversal direction can
be obtained by diagonalization of the Hamitonian with
Bloch periodic boundary along the zigzag direction. In
addition to the bulk states, edge states with energy
within the bulk gap are found. For pristine MoS2 zigzag
nanoribbon, the unit cell is three times smaller than that
in Fig. 1(a) along the zigzag direction; the band struc-
tures of the edge states are connected to the conduction
bands and have finite gap from the valence bands [14]. By
choosing the unit cell in Fig. 1(a), the two band valleys
at the K and K ′ points are folded into the Γ point, i.e.
kx = 0. In the presence of Kekule pattern of the magnetic
exchange field, the two band valleys are coupled, which
modifies the band structure of bulk and edge states. The
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FIG. 2: The band structure of the zigzag nanoribbon with
width being 5
√
3a0. The edge states that are locate on the
Mo- and S-edge terminations are plotted as solid (blue) and
dashed (red) lines, respectively. The orientation of the magne-
tization in the substrates are: MB = B0zˆ in (a-c), MT = B0zˆ
in (a), MT = B0xˆ in (b), MT = −B0zˆ in (c); MB = B0xˆ in
(d-f), MT = B0xˆ in (d), MT = B0yˆ in (e), MT = −B0xˆ in
(f); MB = B0yˆ in (g-i), MT = B0yˆ in (g), MT = −B0xˆ in
(h), MT = −B0yˆ in (i).
band structure of the edge state are shown in Fig. 2.
If the magnetization orientation of the bottom substrate
is fixed, the rotation of the magnetization orientation of
the top substrate between being parallel or anti-parallel
to that of the bottom substrate change the band struc-
tures. For the edge state that are located on theMo-edge
termination, the lowest band is switched between being
isolated from or being connected to the second lowest
band. Similarly, the second lowest band is switched be-
tween being isolated from or being connected to the third
lowest band. For the neutral system, the Fermi level fills
up to the lowest six edge bands. With hole doping of
5/(36Nzig) or 4/(36Nzig) in the MoS2, the Fermi level
fills up to the lowest or second lowest band, respectively.
Thus, the nanoribbon is switched between insulating and
metallic by the rotation of the magnetization orientation,
which could function as spin valve [36, 37]. For the four
bands of the edge states located on the S-edge termi-
nation, the gap between the lower two bands and the
higher two bands is also switched on and off by the ro-
tation of the magnetization orientation. However, if the
Fermi level is within this gap, the edge states located on
the Mo-edge termination are always conducting, so that
the system could not function as spin valve.
Because of the Kekule pattern of the exchange field,
the edge state could support one-way spin current. We
focus on the system with magnetization orientation of
substrates being MB = −MT = B0zˆ (the system in
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FIG. 3: The band structure of the zigzag nanoribbon with
width being 5
√
3a0, and magnetization orientation of sub-
strates being MB = −MT = B0zˆ (the same as that in Fig.
2(c)). In (a), the bulk states are plotted as thin black lines;
the edge states of the Mo- and S-edge terminations are plot-
ted as thin and thick lines with color. The color scale ex-
hibits the expectation value of the velocity operator in the
unit of nm/fs. In figures (b), (c) and (d), the energy range
is zoomed in; the color scale exhibits the expectation value of
the spin-velocity operator in the unit of nm/fs, for the spin
component along xˆ, yˆ and zˆ, respectively.
Fig. 2(c)). The charge and spin current is characterized
by the velocity and spin-velocity operator, which are de-
fined as vˆx = (1/~)∂H/∂kx and sˆx,κ =
1
2 (vˆxσκ + σκvˆx),
respectively, where kx is the wave vector along the zigzag
nanoribbon and κ = x, y, z. The band structure that
exhibit the expectation value of the velocity and spin-
velocity operators as color scale are plotted in Fig. 3.
The band structure is symmetric under kx ⇔ −kx. The
velocity of the edge states is proportional to the slope of
the band structures. Within the energy ranges marked
by the grey area in Fig. 3(b-d), there are only two edge
states with opposite velocities at each energy level. The
spin-x (spin-y, spin-z) component of the two edge states
is the same with (opposite to) each other, so that the ex-
pectation of the spin-velocity operator is opposite to (the
same with) each other. For the spin-y and spin-z compo-
nents, this property could be designated as one-way spin-
velocity texture. In the absence of the Kekule pattern of
the exchange field, these energy ranges vanish. Optical
excitation of carriers within these energy ranges could
injects large spin current with y and z components, be-
cause the forward and backward traveling electrons carry
spin current with the same sign. As comparison, the spin
current with x component would be smaller, because the
forward and backward traveling electrons carry spin cur-
rent with opposite sign. Because the inversion symmetric
4is absent, the non-diagonal matrix elements of the veloc-
ity operator are not symmetric under kx ⇔ −kx. Thus,
optical excitation generates different populations of car-
riers at the forward and backward traveling edge states,
which in turn injects charge current.
IV. OPTICAL SPIN INJECTION
The optical excitation is modelled by the semiconduc-
tor Bloch equation [27, 38]. In the presence of optical
field, the Hamiltonian has additional interaction term
given as
HI = − e0
m0c
A(t) ·P (1)
where e0 is electron charge,m0 is electron mass, c is speed
of light andA is the vector potential. Under the Coulomb
gauge, the electric field is given as E = − 1
c
∂A(t)
∂t
. We
consider single frequency harmonic optical field with lin-
ear polarization along xˆ direction and frequency being
ω, so that E = Re[E0e
−iωt]xˆ. In realistic experimental
condition, the plane wave of the optical field is approx-
imated by center part of the Gaussian beam with beam
width being one wavelength in vacuum, so that the re-
lation between the power of the Gaussian beam and the
amplitude of the optical field is P0 =
|E0|
2pi
4Z0
(1240
~ω
)2, with
Z0 = 376.73Ω being the impedance of free space. We
assumed P0 = 10
−5 W, so that E0 is a function of the
optical frequency in our numerical simulation. The mo-
mentum operator along xˆ direction is given by the veloc-
ity operator as Px = m0∂H/∂Px =
m0
~
∂H/∂kx. Thus,
the interaction Hamiltonian is given as
HI = i
e0E0
~ω
∂H
∂kx
e−iωt − i e0E0
~ω
∂H
∂kx
eiωt (2)
The time evolution of the density matrix obeys the semi-
conductor Bloch equation with relaxation time approxi-
mation, given as
i~
∂ρ(t)
∂t
= [ρ(t), H +HI ]− ~
τ
[ρ(t)− ρ(0)(t)] (3)
where τ is the relaxation time of the edge states. We
assume τ = 1 ps. The perturbation solution could be ex-
panded as ρ(t) = ρ(0)+ρ(1)(t)+ρ(2)(t)+· · · , with ρ(0) be-
ing diagonal matrix whose matrix element is given by the
Dirac-Fermi distribution at temperature T . We assume
room temperature with kBT = 0.025852 eV in the nu-
merical studies. The second order perturbation solution
ρ(2)(t) includes second harmonic terms with time depen-
dent factor e±2iωt and zero harmonic terms ρ
(2)
0 that is
independent of time. The injection of the direct charge
and spin current is obtained by the expectation of the
velocity and spin-velocity operator by the zero harmonic
terms of ρ(2)(t), given as
Ic =
e0
3Nka0
∑
k,n,n′
〈k, n|vˆx|k, n′〉ρ(2)0,k,n′,n (4)
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FIG. 4: Optical injection of charge and spin current to the
nanoribbon with magnetization orientation of substrates be-
ing MB = −MT = B0zˆ in (a) and (b), or MB = MT = B0zˆ
in (c) and (d). The Fermi energy level is EF1 in (a) and (c),
and EF2 in (b) and (d).
and
Iκs =
e0
3Nka0
∑
k,n,n′
〈k, n|sˆx,κ|k, n′〉ρ(2)0,k,n′,n (5)
where Nk is the number of sampling point of the Bloch
wave number k.
The optical injection of charge and spin currents in
the system with magnetization orientation of substrates
being MB = −MT = B0zˆ (the same as the system in
Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 3) versus frequency of the optical field
are plotted in Fig. 4(a) and (b), with Fermi energy level
being EF1 and EF2, respectively. The charge current is
small but nonzero, because the excited population of edge
states at kx and −kx at the same energy level is different.
In most range of optical frequency, Iy,zs is larger than I
x
s ,
which confirm the inference in the previous section. The
spin currents peak at several resonant frequencies, which
is the result of the competition between the spin current
generated by the edge states within and outside of the
energy ranges with one-way spin-velocity texture (those
in the grey area in Fig. 3(b-d)). For example, for the
first resonant peak at optical frequency ~ω = 0.028 eV,
the optically excited carriers populated around the band
crossing around the energy level EF2. As the optical fre-
quency decrease, no carrier populated within the energy
ranges in the grey area, so that the magnitude of the spin
currents sharply decrease. As the optical frequency in-
crease, more carrier populated outside the energy ranges
in the grey area, which cancel the total spin currents,
so that the magnitude of the spin current smoothly de-
crease. For the case in Fig. 4(a), although the Fermi level
EF1 is away from the band crossing around energy level
EF2, equilibrium population (i.e. diagonal terms of ρ
(0))
5at room temperature around the band crossing is sizable.
Thus, the optical field can excite electron and hole at the
upper and lower part of the band crossing, respectively.
Therefore, the resonant peak exist. If the Fermi level is
raised to EF2 as in the case in Fig. 4(b), the equilibrium
population contrast between the upper and lower part of
the band crossing is larger, so that the amplitude of the
resonant peak becomes larger. As comparison, for sus-
pended MoS2 nanoribbon that have not exchange field,
the spin currents have not any resonant peak versus op-
tical frequency, and the maximum spin current is smaller
than 0.1 pA.
If the magnetization orientation of substrates are
switched to be parallel, i.e. MB = MT = B0zˆ, the
optical injection of charge and spin currents are plotted
in Fig. 4(c) and (d). In this cases, the first few resonant
peaks are switched off. The spin currents at the corre-
sponding optical frequency is smaller than 0.1 pA. A few
resonant peaks at larger optical frequency with smaller
magnitude appear. This property could function as opti-
cal spin valve, because the spin currents are switched on
and off by the rotation of the magnetization orientation.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, intercalation of monolayer MoS2 be-
tween two BiFeO3 substrates could induce Kekule pat-
tern of exchange field in the MoS2 layer, which is con-
trolled by the magnetization orientation of the sub-
strates. By employing tight binding model, the nu-
merical simulation reveal that the band structures and
spin texture of the zigzag nanoribbon are dependent
on the pattern of the exchange field. The edge bands
could be switched between metallic and insulating. With
anti-parallel magnetization orientation of the substrates,
large energy ranges with one-way spin-velocity texture
for spin-y and spin-z components are found. The prop-
erty enhance the optical injection of spin current. When
the optical excitation generate maximum population of
edge state with one-way spin-velocity, the injected spin
current peaks. If the magnetization orientation of the
substrates are switched to be parallel, the peaks are
turn off because the band structures and spin texture
are changed. As a result, the optical excitation of local-
ized spin current at the zigzag edge is controlled by the
magnetization orientation of the substrates.
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